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Yevgenia Gennadievna Gapchinska (b. November 15, 1974, 

Kharkiv, Ukraine) is a Ukrainian artist-painter and an illustrator of 

children's literature. 

She was born on November 15, 1974 in Kharkov in the 

serviceman‘s family, the fifth child in the family. At the age of 5 she 

went to school, and at the age 13 she  became a student of the 

Kharkov Art College. Gapchinska also successfully graduated from 

the Kharkov Art Institute. 

―№1 happiness supplier‖ - that`s how an artist  Gapchinska calls 

herself. Her works are really difficult to confuse with other painters - 

amazing men with children signs in the spirit of "Mommy bought me 

a pants with roses" or "My stupid heart still loves and loves" 

Gapchinska attended  the Nuremberg Academy of Art, then 

moved to Kiev in 2000. She began her art-exhibition activities in 

2002. The artist‘s collaborates with the publishing house "A-ba-ba-

ga-la-ma-ha", in particular, she illustrated the book by Ivan 

Malkovich "Lisa and her dreams." 

In 2008, "Ukrposhta" has released a series of 12 stamps "Signs 

of the Zodiac" with the works of Yevgenia Gapchinska. 

Each year the painter  conducts more than a dozen of exhibitions 

in Ukraine, Russia, France, Belgium, England, the Netherlands and 

other countries. She also has some own galleries in Ukraine and 

Russia. Her works can be found in the European museums and 

private collections of connoisseurs and artists. Today her works are 

in the collections of famous Russian and Ukrainian actors, presenters 

and singers. Her paintings  were once bought by an outstanding 

singer Luciano Pavarotti. 

To be successful, not only among artists, but also in any other 

field, Gapchinska tries to follow a piece of advice: "Any person who 

is fit and manufactures  shoes, bags, vodka, cakes, is really doing 

something." 

 


